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Motivation
Geoscientists monitoring long term forest
health, such as Carbomap[1], have to cover incredibly large and inaccessible locations.
Data gathering above canopy level can be
done with satellites and fixed wing UAVs.
To collect important data such as terrain curvature and trunk width from below the canopy, improved visual localisation and mapping (SLAM)
algorithms will be necessary.

State of the Art

Scene Statistics

When we compare state of the art SLAM systems, the majority (inc. LSDSLAM, SVO, OKVIS) failed to
even initialise or to create meaningful maps of forests.

An alternative approach to reverse engineering existing systems’ performance is to try and directly
characterise what is different between classic SLAM domains (buildings, roads) and forests. For this,
we utilise statistical measures such as:
• Luminance change
• Contrast change
• Scene motion (represented by KL Divergence)
Any of these values changing too rapidly could fatally effect frame to frame matching necessary for
mapping. We therefore characterise a video (and its respective environment) by the maximum of each
of these changes.
The videos we use as examples are from the TUM handheld (indoor) dataset, our ant dataset and the
Trimbot2020 project (a garden)[6], as well as SFU and Hillwood.

Fig. 5: The only two SLAM systems tested which could successfully build maps of the SFU forest track were ORBSLAM2[3](Left) and DSO[4]
(Centre, Right).

Even the two successful systems still fail under a variety of conditions, such when the robot leaves
the forest track, and working only with real data makes narrowing down specific performance hurdles
difficult.

Data

Simulation
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The more natural scenes, such as Hillwood, show larger changes in both luminance and contrast
between frames, potentially due to the main light source (the sun) frequently being blocked by the
canopy. The difference in terms of KL Divergence between TUM and SFU or Hillwood is also quite
pronounced, which should reflect the large amount of motion present in these scenes.
A further, unexpected outcome of these comparisons is that the simulated environments, despite appearing realistic to the human eye, appear distinctly different to the computer. This serves as a warning
that without further investigation, relying on the simulated environment only for experimentation would
be unwise.
Fig. 3: As an unexplored area, there are few existent datasets of natural scenes.

Fig. 6: Simulated natural environments allow much more control over experiments to determine the failure conditions of SLAM algorithms, as well

Left is the SFU Mountain dataset[2] and Right our lab’s videos tracking ants.

as more detailed ground truths. Left is a simulated reconstruction of the ant environment and centre, right are forests produced in the Unreal game

Future Work

engine[5].

Further analysis of the scene statistics of more videos is required to confirm that the initial characteristics of natural scenes we’ve found are ubiquitous. At this point, a state of the art algorithm such as
ORBSLAM or DSO will be adapted to better cope with these conditions and tested in real forests.
The forest simulation will be adapted from being just rendered videos to being a full simulator, if we can
find a way to account for the statistical differences between the real and simulated forest scenes.
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Fig. 4: In addition, we have gathered our own new "Hillwood" dataset with a variety of cameras.
These images illustrate the great variety even within a single forest.

Fig. 7: Initial tests show DSO is able to reconstruct the simulated forests as it does the real ones.
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